
SECOND SEMESTER JUNIOR 
Bassoon Objectives 

Professor Kristin Wolfe Jensen 
BASSOON 251b, 260b, 420R  

 
 

Pace yourself throughout the semester, preparing several FUN-damentals, specified below, for 
each lesson, so that you are consistently addressing all aspects of your bassoon playing and 
musicianship. Consistent, early preparation for the orchestral excerpts in items 5, for the first 
and second halves of the semester, listed below, is encouraged. Additionally, please prepare at 
least one new etude for each lesson, chosen from:  

● Studies in Scales and Chords, op. 24 by Ludwig Milde (Presser’s Kamins/Short edition) 

● Ninety Studies Books 1 (Scales) and 2 (Arpeggios) by Marius Piard 

● Concert Studies, op. 26, by Ludwig Milde. 

● 16 Waltzes for Solo Bassoon, by Francisco Mignone 

● 20 Melodic Studies by Alberto Orefici 

● 26 Melodic Studies, by Eugene Jancourt 

 

Orchestral excerpts in addition to the ones named below may be assigned for lessons and 
studio classes.  

Please consult Professor Jensen about choosing solo repertoire for your junior recital and 
class recital performances. 

 
Fun-damentals, First Half of the Semester 

 
 
1. Chromatic scale from Bb1 to E4 in sixteenth-note sextuplets (6). Quarter note = 60. 

 
◻ Tongued           
◻ Slurred           

 

 
 
2. Herzberg scales in the following keys: 

D Major 
◻ Fortissimo, Quarter-note = 60           
◻ Mezzo-forte, Quarter-note = 80           
◻ Pianissimo, Quarter-note = as fast as possible (min. 88)           

 
Ab Major 

◻ Fortissimo, Quarter-note = 60           
◻ Mezzo-forte, Quarter-note = 80           
◻ Pianissimo, Quarter-note = as fast as possible (min. 92)           
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3. The following scale in thirds, slurred in half-notes, with a tuner for pitch and smoothness.  Quarter note 
= 60. 

 
◻ D Major           

 

 
4. Herzberg long tone exercises with a tuner on the following notes. Quarter-note = 60. 

◻ E1           
 

◻ E3           
 
5. Prepare and perform the following three excerpts cleanly, stylistically, musically and in-tune, and see 

how fast you can do so well (it is okay to stay under tempo): 

● Piano Concerto in G, by Ravel, the first and second parts combined on third movement sixteenth 
notes. 

● 16th note passages, last movement of Symphony #4 by Beethoven 

● Overture to The Marriage of Figaro, by Mozart 

 

6. Perform Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring solos from memory. 

◻ Performed solos           
 
7. Bring to the midterm lesson 20 reed blanks that you have made. This requirement is meant to ensure 

that you are planning ahead with your reed making. 

◻ Brought 20 reed blanks           
 

Fun-damentals, Second Half of the Semester 
 

1. Chromatic scale from B1 to D4 in sixteenth-note sextuplets (6). Quarter-note = 60. 

 
◻ Tongued           
◻ Slurred           

 

 
2. Herzberg scales in the following keys: 

Bb Major 
◻ Fortissimo, Quarter-note = 60           
◻ Mezzo-forte, Quarter-note = 80           
◻ Pianissimo, Quarter-note = as fast as possible (min. 92)           

 
E Major 

◻ Fortissimo, Quarter-note = 60           
◻ Mezzo-forte, Quarter-note = 80           
◻ Pianissimo, Quarter-note = as fast as possible (min. 92)           

 

3. The following scale in fourths, slurred in half-notes with a tuner, for pitch and smoothness. Quarter note 
= 60. 

 
◻ Bb Major           
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4. Herzberg long tone exercises with a tuner on the following notes. Quarter note = 60. 

◻ F#1           
◻ F#3           

 
 

 

 
5. Perform the last movement of Mozart’s Symphony #35, Haffner, employing double tonguing. 
 
6. Perform Tchaikovsky’s Symphony No. 4 second movement solos from memory. 

◻           
 
7. Bring to the final lesson 20 reed blanks that you have made. This requirement is meant to 

ensure that you are planning ahead with your reed making. 

◻ Brought 20 reed blanks           
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